
Easytea: An Innovative Tea Making Capsule
launches Indiegogo Campaign

Convenience for office meetings

Now Seeking Community Support via
Indiegogo, EasyTea is a Tea Making
Capsule for Machine that Looks & Works
Pretty Much like a Coffee Maker!

SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE,
December 20, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- Easytea is a
remarkable new innovative tea making
capsule that will simplify Chinese tea
making for good. The machine
operates and appears pretty much like
a coffee maker and it is a true gift for
those who want to have a quick but
quality tea at work or at home. The
project is currently being crowdfunded
on Indigogo and the Singapore based
founder of this tea maker is welcoming
everyone for generous support.

“With Easytea, you can simply enjoy
top of the range Chinese Tea at a touch of a coffee machine and if you have no time to brew tea,
this tea maker is totally for you.” Said Christopher Chau, while introducing Easytea to the
Indiegogo community. “We are a group of PuEr tea lovers, who only deal with the finest quality
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brands of PuEr tea and other exclusive Chinese tea lines.”
He added. The company has 6 International award-winning
teas, including 5 from Globaltea Championship 2018 from
the USA.  Moreover, the founder of this company is also an
award-winning tea master and he has recently won the
New Entrepreneur of the Year Award (EYA) 2018 from
Singapore government and Rotary Club Singapore.

The Indiegogo Campaign is located on the web at:
https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/tea-not-coffee-for-
me--2/x/19950776#/
and backers from around the world can become a part of

this project by making generous pledges and donations. The project offers a wide range of
rewards for the supporters and the rewards include tea capsules, tea bags and the branded tea
machine itself. Furthermore, each reward comes with worldwide shipping and more details are
available on the Indiegogo campaign page of the project.

About This Project
Easytea is a Singapore based emerging tea making machine that gives a touch of a coffee maker
and comes with several amazing features. For quick tea, the machine is a perfect choice and it is
currently being crowdfunded on Indiegogo, where backers worldwide can contribute to help its
creators raise funds and reach the campaign goal of $5000.
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Convenience for gathering

Convenience for aerobics and Yoga
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